damen inland vessels
for the river danube
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river liners
damen river liners
Damen River Liners are designed to carry dry cargos, containers, liquid cargo and constructions
which our customers need to ship. No matter the size or weight, these vessels are fast,
economical and have a low air draft in ballast. Our years of experience and proven designs
ensure that River Liners have excellent manoeuvrability and loading capacity. Outfitting can
always be adapted to suit customer demands.
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damen eco liner
Damen Shipyards expects to launch its
groundbreaking new inland LNG vessel, the
“Damen Eco Liner” in January 2014 – a vessel
which can cut fuel costs and emissions
dramatically.

New bottom construction

The video demonstration of the
ACES system can be found at
www.youtube.com/watch?v=7jSBd-8sSQk

damen eco liner with lng – azimuth propulsion

oil

inland shipping

ro-ro
damen stan landers with super shallow draft
With a super shallow draft Damen Stan Landers have very
good ro-ro capabilities because of the electric/hydraulic
operated loading ramps and are ideal to transport
passengers and vehicles efficiently.

dam

damen hopper barge

damen stan lander 7112
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damen self propelled roro transport barge
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pushers

damen pushers
Damen has a varied range of
standard Pusher Tug designs.
However, as river- and canal
systems all over the world offer
their own specific challenges
to ship owners, Damen is also
capable of offering tailor made
solutions.
We also have experience with
shallow draft push barge
combinations and mechanical
coupling systems.”

BULK cargo – damen River Liner 1145E

ro-ro – damen vehicle carrier

oil and gas – damen River Tanker 2150

damen stan pusher 1706

pontoons & barges

damen stan pontoon 8916

damen standard pontoons
The Damen Stan Pontoon is a straightforward pontoon for deck
cargo, available in a wide variety of sizes for all waters. Our work
method with standardised, proven designs and serial building
results in the shortest delivery times possible. All Damen pontoons
and barges can be outfitted with ballast systems, pumps, anchors
and more to match our customers’ requirements and wishes.
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Transshipment
Barge
Specifically designed
for working from shipto-ship, ship-to-barge
or from ship-to-quay
and can handle either
dry bulk or containers.

damen transshipment barge
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public transport
Damen River Ferries
Damen River Ferries are excellent examples of high quality, purposebuilt passenger crafts that can operate in estuaries, rivers, ports and
protected waters. These ferries come in a variety of types, from double
ended steel ferries, to high speed aluminum commuter ferries. Damen
Ferries carry passengers, cars, bicycles and miscellaneous, light cargo.

damen water BUS
Damen Water Bus is one of the
most fuel-efficient low wash vessels
in public transport. The vessel
incorporates a dedicated design
for the transfer of passengers,
bicycles and wheelchairs.
Passengers travel in style with a high
quality design and comfortable outfitting.

damen river ferry 2306

damen water taxi
The Damen Water Taxi offers luxurious, fast and comfortable
transport for small groups of passengers. This striking vessel
can be used for VIPs and on demand transfers; textbook
example of modern state-of-the-art design and construction.

damen double ended ferry 2106

damen fast ropax 8521

public transport & cruises

river cruise liner
damen river cruise liner
The Damen River Cruise Liner 110 is a new Damen Shipyards concept
to accommodate passengers experiencing luxurious inland waters
cruises in the Rhine/Danube Region and for other suitable inland waters
around the world.
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harbour & terminal
Damen TuGS
Damen Tug series, based on considerable knowledge,
experience and customer feedback, for towing, pushing,
push-pull, berthing, anchor handling, hydrographical
survey, line handling, firefighting, salvage, diving support
and pollution control in all waters. Propulsion: single, twin
screw, Azimuth Stern Drive.

damen ASD tug 2009
Damen Azimuth Stern Drive Tugs are extremely manoeuvrable, designed
for operating in waves without losing stability. For towing, pushing,
push-pull, escorting, berthing, firefighting, salvage and pollution control
in all waters. Propulsion: twin rudder propellers.

damen stan tug 1205

damen bunker barge 3408

damen stan tug 1606

damen stan tug 1907

assistance & safety

river patrol
DAMEN RIB 2000 D

damen stan patrol for national police
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damen stan patrols and specialized vessels
Damen has a range of standard inland patrol vessels from 12 up to
25 meters with speeds up to 40 knots. Various vessels have been
delivered to the water police, customs and river administrations.
Also fire fighting vessels, RIBS and custom designed vessels are part
of the Damen river patrol range.

damen stan patrol for customs

damen fire fighting vessel
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workboats

p

damen multi cats and Shoalbusters
Damen workboats are standard, multi-purpose work
vessels for harbour, inland and coastal waters. These
compact vessels are up for almost every task. All Multi
Cats and Shoalbusters can be delivered quickly.

Damen Utility vessel
The Damen Utility Vessel has
been developed to support light
duty work inshore and offshore.
All designs have the flexibility
to be adapted for a wide range
of tasks.
damen SHoalbuster 2208
damen shoalbusters
Damen Shoalbusters are versatile, multi-purpose vessels for
harbour, inland and coastal waters. The Damen Shoalbuster
has impressive lifting capacity and ample deck space for
cargo transport.

damen SHOALBUSTER 2208

damen skimmer 2408 for debris collection

river maintenance

damen multi cat 1908
damen multi cats
Damen Multi Cats are standard, multi-purpose work vessels
for the dredging industry. These compact vessels – with an
ergonomic wheelhouse, allowing 360 degrees visibility and
all communication and navigation equipment within direct
reach – are up for almost every task.

dredging
damen dredging equipment
When it comes to dredging, Damen delivers the complete range
of vessels and services needed for the job. Our dismountable
Cutter Suction Dredgers have extremely short delivery times and,
like our Trailing Suction Hopper Dredgers, they are based on
latest technology, research and design.

damen csd500
csd650

DOP200 on crane boom emptying
barge
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special
projects
damen modular construction
The Damen Modular Barge (DMB) is the
fundamental building block for your modular
vessel or platform. The container-sized barge
modules, coupled by the patented Damen Link,
are transportable to remote areas and can be
used in any sea, lake or river. Consequently,
many applications are possible.

Damen services
Damen Services offers a wide-ranging portfolio of customer
support and after-sales services covering the complete vessel’s
lifecycle; through the start-up and deployment phases, to the
second life or disposal phase.
We believe that our wide range of products helps our customers
achieve their goals in terms of availability, reliability and lifecycle
costs. Customers may benefit by using one of our services or a
strategic combination of several products.

Damen shiprepair & conversion
At the Damen Shiprepair & Conversion Yards we offer our
clients the full range of services a shipowner might require.
Whether it concerns normal dry dockings for scheduled
maintenance, damage repair or extensive refit and conversion
jobs, Damen Shiprepair & Conversion handles it.
Our facilities range from full size dry docks and covered facilities
to smaller ship repair yards, more practical for inland vessels.

Damen marine components
Damen is specialised in building a variety of maritime
components for the shipbuilding industry. Components are
delivered to Damen yards or any other yard, based on the
required technical specifications and according to the highest
quality standards. Components that can be delivered include
nozzles, rudders, stern tubes, and tunnels. All products are
fabricated at Damen-owned production facilities.

damen also offers
damen modular multi cat

Damen customer finance

damen modular ferry

Damen Customer Finance offers a wide range of financing
arrangements. These are available for any type of vessel,
equipment or related services, including the prefabricated
shipbuilding kits supplied by the Damen Technical Cooperation
department.
Damen’s Customer Finance facilities are not just for privatelyowned, small and medium-sized companies; we also assist
government bodies such as coastguards, police and port
authorities. Damen maintains relations with all Netherlandsbased commercial banks, as well as with numerous banks abroad.
As a major client of the Dutch Export Credit Agency, Atradius,
Damen is highly experienced in arranging export loans with
export credit insurance facilities.

Damen Technical Cooperation
Damen Technical Cooperation enables you to build your Damen
vessel locally, anywhere in the world. We provide you with a
prefabricated shipbuilding kit and can, on request, combine this
with expert assistance, training and backup.
By using standardised components it is possible to make a
custom-built design, fulfilling the specific local requirements.
This cost-efficient concept can be applied to the full range of
Damen vessels for a wide variety of marine operations.
One in five Damen vessels are built on-site by Damen Technical
Cooperation.
damen modular landing platform
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In addition, clients can take the design-only option and have the
vessel built by a shipyard of their choice.
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damen shipyards group
From a modest start with just one single shipyard, which my father and uncle
established in 1927, Damen – a family-owned company with a deep respect
for our maritime heritage – has grown into a multinational shipbuilding group,
with more than 8,000 employees and a presence in 34 countries.
Damen has acquired a leading position in shipbuilding, based on its unique,
standardised design concept. This modular construction approach
immediately gave us the ability to offer our customers well-proven, innovative
vessels at competitive prices. Damen provides hulls and components from
stock, leading to very short delivery times. In keeping with our ambition
to serve our customers, we have also established a reputation for efficient
post-delivery support.
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kommer damen – chairman

vessel in stock

conventional shipbuilding

offer

engineering installation of options

offer

order

production standard vessel

order

Engineering & standardisation

Advantages of standardisation

first client requirement

damen standard

Fast response to customer requests
Competitive pricing
Short delivery times due to stock vessels
Reliability, proven and tested technology
Continuous product development
Interchangeability of vessels, crew, spares, equipment
Low maintenance costs
Guaranteed performance
Benchmark for the industry
High resale value

Damen is a globally operating company. Dedicated
teams of sales managers travel all year round between
their designated countries and the head-quarters
of the Damen Shipyards Group in the Netherlands.
Up to 150 vessels are manufactured annually, at one
of our 35 owned shipyards or at numerous partner
yards. Building all over the world, near the delivery
destination, leads to significant cost savings and a
rapid customer response.
dutch Founded – global presence

trials & delivery

engineering

all within 3 months

start production

finishing production

trials & delivery

Standardisation: key to success

research & development

sustainability Through the entire lifecycle

Damen has developed standard ranges in each of our
niche markets, from tugs to luxury yachts. These
standard vessels can be equipped with a large range
of options.The designs can also be modified to meet
customer wishes or we can start from scratch to
design and build your unique dedicated vessel.

Damen’s extensive R&D department represents a powerful
force, especially when combined with the Dutch maritime
technology cluster. All Damen vessels benefit from thorough
R&D from their initial design, throughout the vessel’s entire
lifetime. Our team is continuously improving our vessels,
making them faster, quieter, more cost-efficient and more
environmentally friendly.

Damen’s Research & Development department is looking into
sustainable solutions, both in terms of manufacturing processes
and in terms of product improvements. The impact of various
hull forms on resistance, reducing hull resistance using air
lubrication and examining alternative fuels such as LNG are
typical examples.

Damen shipyards group

D A M E N S H I P YA R D S G R O U P
Industrieterrein Avelingen West 20
4202 MS Gorinchem

P.O. Box 1
4200 AA Gorinchem

phone +31 (0)183 63 99 22
fax +31 (0)183 63 21 89

info@damen.com
www.damen.com

The Netherlands
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